V5 Killer Keyboards - New Sounds For Korg Krome
64 New Programs

Korg Krome Volume #5 - Killer Keyboards - Kid Nepro's 5th release for Krome is now available! A great
mix of new keyboard sounds perfect for your live gig or studio session. Krome Killer Keyboards
contains 64 New Programs.
From our experience as programmers and keyboard players, we know one thing for sure - Keyboard
Players always want more Keyboard sounds! The first thing we check out when we buy a new synth is
the keyboard sounds. We are always searching for the perfect Rhodes, Wurli and Acoustic Piano patch.
We get calls and e-mail from keyboard players all over the world who feel the same. So a few years ago
Kid Nepro started producing complete soundbanks based on nothing but keyboard sounds. We call
them "Killer Keyboards". Kid Nepro has produced several other Keyboard soundbanks for instruments
like the Roland JV80 & JV1000, Korg M3, 01W, X3, Triton and Trinity Series. So you know we have lot's
of experience programming killer keyboard sounds.
Krome Killer Keyboards creates a powerful new sound library for musicians and has everything that
will easily get you through your next live gig or recording session. There are several new Grand,
Rhodes and Wurli Pianos, along with a great selection of B3 and Pipe Organs, Funky Clavinets and
Harpsichords. We've also layered several keyboard sounds with Strings, Pads and Choirs to provide
everything you need in one easy to load sound bank. All programs contain great mix of ARPS & Drum
Patterns that you can jam along with.
Kid Nepro's Krome sounds are delivered via our download delivery only. After you order, we e-mail you
all the info needed to download your new sounds. Just download the sounds and save the files to your
smart media card, insert the card into Krome and load. It's quick, simple and best of all, no shipping
charges! Pick the PCG format and the free e-mail delivery options at our online order form. If you need
any more info just E-Mail Us and we will be happy to help get you going. Our customer support rules!
Krome Killer Keyboards is programmed by keyboard player, composer and sound programmer Steve
Proto. Steve has been programming Korg synthesizers since 1985. He has produced sounds for nearly
every synth workstation that Korg has released since then, including the Korg M1, 01W, Trinity, Triton,
KARMA, M3 Series & Kronos workstations. Steve has created thousands of sounds for over twenty Korg
synths over the past three decades. More info on Kid Nepro sounds at: www.kidnepro.com.

